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GSA Image Analyser software enables to automatically detect and calculate area, length, and density
in 2D images. Images can be analyzed by using various recognition methods or preset conditions.
You can change parameters for analysis and get the result as table, graph, or export to Excel
spreadsheet. To specify certain parameters, you must move the mouse over the parameter of
interest, and select a menu item. You can analyze 2D images, such as photos, drawings, drawings of
company logos, etc. Using GSA Image Analyser you can: Analyze images for length, area, and
density; Detect common objects (arches, spots, lines, circles, rectangles, ellipses, rectangles,
squares, and triangles); Detect outlines of common objects, and count objects by number and size;
Calculate parameters in a specified area; Display surface, length, and sum in a specified area;
Analyze background areas and calculate density in a specified area; Specify the number of
background pixels that can be ignored for calculation; Calculate the standard deviation (stddev) in a
specified area; Calculate the number of pixels in a specified area; Calculate the mean value in a
specified area; Calculate the sum of pixels in a specified area; Detect edges of common objects and
outline of objects; Detect blobs in a specified area; Analyze an area and count objects in a specified
area; Analyze pixel values in a specified area; Analyze pixel values in a specified area; Calculate a
histogram; Calculate the median value in a specified area; Analyze a specific area of a histogram and
get a graph; Analyze a specific area of a histogram and print the results to a TXT or CSV file; Print a
value to the system console window. GSA Image Analyser features: A feature-rich application with
the following properties: • It is very easy to use for beginners and experts • The interface is user-
friendly, even for novices. • The interface provides the possibility to specify and change parameters.
• The application does not slow down the activity of other programs • It can be used as a reference
for users who are less experienced • It is compatible with Windows 7 and Windows 8 • It does not
cause operating system to hang, crash, or show error messages
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An image analyser for processing raster images on any Windows platform. The software is a
standalone application and includes a wizard interface for quick image analysis and image
processing. ePhoto Grid is a high quality, easy-to-use and flexible photo editor for the Windows
platform. In addition to the usual utilities, ePhoto Grid provides additional tools for print processing
and the creation of image products. With ePhoto Grid you have the possibility to take a digital photo
and to process it with various editing features to have it ready to be printed on photo paper, or
displayed on any display device (e.g. computer, mobile phone). ePhoto Grid can be used in three
different working modes: RAW mode (no JPEG output), Adobe RGB mode and RGB mode (with JPEG
output). Besides the basic functions, such as adjusting color values, brightness, contrast, saturation,
it offers further features: * Edit image metadata (date, location, author, comments) * Adjust colors
and image noise * Correct camera settings * Create and apply photo retouching effects * Create a
JPEG from a RAW file * Add effects to a RAW file * Merge files to a PDF file * Split files to PDF,
JPEG, TIFF, JPG or BMP * Encode JPEG and RGB files for printing * Export RAW files to an external
RAW file editor or to Adobe Digital Negative (DNG) format * Increase print quality * Set print
resolution * Add text to images * Compose and save GIF or JPEG files from RAW, RGB, Adobe RGB,
TIFF and JPEG images * Directly save photos in the RAW format * Export and reset print settings *
Import and export print settings from a list of files * Import and export print settings from a
Windows registry value * Export and import print settings from a Mac OS X printer utility * Export
and import print settings from a Mac OS X print utility * Convert files in a specific format to a
specific format * Create a print series with a specific number of images in a specific folder * Export
all images to a selected folder * Export all images to an archive file * Export image metadata and
EXIF information * Save an image for the web * Add the IPTC (Image and Photographic Retouching)
information * Export and import image metadata from a Windows registry value * Export and import
image metadata from a Mac OS X printer utility * Extract metadata from JPEG files
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What's New In?

The GSA Image Analyser is a freeware 2D analysis software based on the GSA Image Browser (
specially developed for the scientific study of 2D images. It is very user-friendly, thanks to a
simplified interface and a set of predefined commands. This version also provides some basic
support for the application of image-based pattern recognition, so it is ideal for those who want to
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learn or enhance their skills in this area of expertise. This software is ideal for any kind of research
with images, such as the study of the structure and function of the cell, recognition of objects and
materials, and measurement of protein patterns, among others. The aim of the GSA Image Analyser
is to support the study of 2D images for its scientific and industrial applications. Currently, it works
only with Microsoft Windows, but there are a few similar apps available for other operating systems
(Mac, Linux and Android). The GSA Image Analyser is suitable for both researchers and students,
since it is not difficult to use and it presents a simple and direct interface. GSA Image Analyser is
completely freeware, and it does not require registration or installation. You can download and use it
freely, and you can also share the software with your friends. In addition, you can access the Help
file and read tutorials and instruction manuals that can be downloaded from our site, the Software
Documentation Center (SDDoc). Some of the advantages of GSA Image Analyser are: . It can be used
to analyze images captured by any digital camera, regardless of the camera brand. . With it, you can
quickly analyze images of different object types (1D and 2D images). . It has a very easy-to-use
interface and powerful image analysis tools. . It does not use a lot of memory or resources, since it is
based on the GSA Image Browser ( . It is easy to create your own scripts, and you can export results
to an Excel file. . With it, it is possible to view a color histogram and make some adjustments (gray
or color value, show values, 3D view), and print or save the numerical values to a TXT or CSV file for
further evaluation. . It is ideal for people with no experience in 2D image analysis, since the program
does not require programming knowledge. . It has a good response time to key strokes and mouse
commands. . It has a user-friendly interface. . With it, you can analyze images from various formats
(JPG, JPEG, BMP, TIFF, GIF, PNG, etc.). . It supports more than 20 languages for international users.
. The application does not disturb the activity of other applications. . It has a good interface that fits
very well on a computer screen.



System Requirements:

Windows 2000/XP/2003/Vista/7/8/8.1/10 (32/64-bit) 1GHz Processor (or higher) RAM: 1 GB or higher
50 MB of free hard disk space Standalone Install Notes: 1. Please install the driver into Windows 2.
After the setup is completed, please restart the computer system. 3. After the computer system is
rebooted, please select 'Devices and Printers' in the Start menu and scan for
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